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Hartford, Oonn.,
HORACE : LIB. I. CARMEN IX.

J

8eelt thou proud 8oracte'1 brow
Whitened o'er "Rith drift.ed IDGW;
While the fir tree'• grouaiug bough
'Neath its wintry load droop• low 'I
And the mountain t.orrem nanda

Crystalline In Sey bands.

Conquer Winter J Let die hlanb,
Yded with fire-wood, brightly bWD.
Thaliarchus, come, wiLli mirth,
Reaching down the Sabine urn,
Fill an o'terlowing meMm,
Bo,,'1 the 1h9a

_..........,.
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which he needs least. If he dislikes the classics,
it shows a lack of capacity for the accurate study
of language in gt·ueral; while if mathematics is
distasteful to him his logical powers deserve
greater cultivation. Thus he is in danger of neglecting the very thing to which he should pay
particular attention.
There are one or two other points of general
interest in college circles, which we would like to
notice, especially the admission of women into
our colleges, which has been considerably discussed of late, but we shall have to defer them to
some future time.
THE -DANTE LECTURES.
We have lately had the pleasure of listening to
a course of lectures upon Dante, by Prof. Simonson of this college. The lectures, four in number, were delivered on four successive Monday
evenings, last Monday finishing the course.
The first was devoted to a sketch of the life of
the great poet and a consideration of the general
character of his works. In the second the lecturer took up the description of Hell, and it was
very much enjoyed by the audience, so far as we
could judge from the attentive manner in which it
was listened to. It was certainly quite interesting,
giving to those who had never read the writings
of this l\lilton of Italy, some conception of the
beauty and grandeur of his marvelous epic, and
to those of us who bad endeavored to enjoy the
Divi,na Comedia through t.be. imperfect medium
of tran:-lation, unfolding new graces by the simple
and natural manner of presenting the successive
scenes.
The plan of Hell, as represented by Dante, was
illustrated by a large drawing hangiug behind the
lecturer, so that he could conduct his hearers from
one stage to another without the least danger of their
losing their locality. The meeting with Virgil
was very prettily depicted, and the passage of the
river seemed more than ever appalling. The
spirits of the departed crowding the banks, the
piteous cries and groans, across the inky waves,
the crazy vessel gliding through the gloom, the
pilot Charon cold and mercile~s, with brandished
boat-hook beatiffg off the bands of anxious spirits
struggling to press in and gain an entrance to the
dark abodes of the dead; though we had read
and heard of such scenes all our lives, it seemed
to strike the imagination ~ith a force before unfelt.
The poet is now led, and leads us with him,
through the diff~rent parts of Hell, and is doubtless highly edified by the sight of such multitudes
expiating in torment their evil deeds. The general sadness and terror of the journey was relieved by occasional touches of pathos and sentiment, and when the lecturer came to the sad story
of the two lovers who flitted by folded in each
other's arms, there was a marked effect produced
on many of the audience.
By degrees we were conducted to the deepmost pit, in which lay the Arch fiend, imprisoned
in everlasting ice, and emerging thence we breath-
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ed once more the vital air, with a sense of relief,
as though we had really been on some subterranean excursion.
In the third lecture Purgatory was traveled
through in much the same pleasant manner, and
now Virgil takes his leave and Statius is sent in
his place to conduct Dante through the terrestrial
paradise. Statius, one of the most elegant of
Latin lyric poets, is qualified for this task by having embraced Christianity.
The last lecture was upon Paradirn, and, to say
the least, this was as pleasant a place as either of
the others. Altogether, the Dante lectures were
in se a decided success, though the room was not
so well filled as it should have been. For this
and similar efforts to popularize the master pieces
of foreign literature, Prof. Simonson deserves
much credit, and we feel confident in saying that
be has the sincere thanks of all who were so fortunate as to attend his late course.

WEALTH AND EDUCATION.
We live in republican America ; but we would
scarcely dream it, and, in fact, as a community,
are guilty of the inconsistency of setting up the
idol of republicanism one moment, only to knock
it down the next. We deal in superlatives regarding a repreRentative form of government, and
rejoice in the fact that the people are at the helm
of our ship of state; that they rule this land, and
that the exercise of rightful authority is not intrusted to the hands of a single potentate or sovereign. And while we cherish these principles, and
offer up our hymns of praise at the shrine of a
representative form of government, what in reality
are we doing? Do we frown upon aristocracies,
and turn the cold shoulder towards those powers
where the fow govern and the many serve ? Far
from it. We live move and have our being in
an aristocracy of wealtL, far more hurtful in its
teachings and results than an aristocracy of blood.
We affect to value education, in truth despise it;
we seem to place a true estimate upon culture, in
fact ignore it; we court the love of letters only
to cast it aside. Wealth and education should go
hand in hand, but in the opinion of the public in
general, the former far outranks the latter.
That wealth it::ielf is alluring in its temptations,
that education is free from extraordinary enticements, are truths which need no proofs of their
genuineness. Money is the watchword of America, and upon it has been placed a valuation as
immeasurable as it is impracticable. It is an
alarming fact that the percentage of educated men
in t ·s country is growing smaller every year.
Fro the cradle to the grave the almighty dollar
seems to be the star by which our movements are
guided ; and those other stars of education and
of culture which shine as brightly in the firmanent of every day existence, do not exert that influence upon our actions which their presence
rightly demands. America cannot do without education any more than she can without money;
and yet the former has become with us a sort of
nonentity, resulting, no doubt, in a measure, from
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the misconceived idea that a lack of genuine culture is easily recompensed by means of an arro •
gant assumption of unbearable smartne~s, or an
assurance of respectability of a self-righteous character. We are taught to consider wealth as 1he
summum bonttm for which we must labor, and that
a hard earned education is not of equal value with
a hard earned thousand, and as the natural consequence of such erroneous teachings, we accustom
ourselves to estimate a man's value not by his education and general bearing, but by his purse.
A man with money can buy a po ition in society,
as he would a book or a bond, and his po ition being assumed, his acquaintance with the latter does
not serve to conceal his ignorance of the former;
while the man with education only is compelled to
occupy an humbler sphere in the same social circle, and wherever this rule exists, its consequences
must in the end be ruinous, for is it not in very
truth, the exaltation of wealth above education ?
Hardly a month passes but we hear of some
new defalcation or embezzlement, which, in reality,
is but the result of this false estimate of wealth,
entertained by the public mind, for public opinion
in general exerts a powerful influence upon society, and through it may often be for good ; yet in
this instance, it is clearly in the wrong. A man
who possesses h_imself of money by dishonest
means, who loses sight of his reputation, and
cares not for the warnings of his conscience in his
attempt to accumulate wealth, is not a properly
educated man ; there is a narrow-mindedness in
his cha.raot.er -wb~ leads him astray, and a prevailing inclination to do evil, which a liberal culture and a healthy education would, if not wholly,
at least in a measure, tend to counteract. The
lotteries of the present day, which are seemingly
popular, are only another means by which this
wrong valuation of riches is enhanced, and while
some of them profess to be carried on in order to
further the general interests of some patriotic or
charitable scheme, yet their influence for evil is
not altered, because they give credence to the idea
that wealth is the one great object for which we
should contend. Let an education at one of the
many colleges of our country be the first prize in
the list of premiums, and the whole scheme would
fail for want of a sufficient support.
We turn to Congress, to what we call the lower
house, and we see that there also the insidious
workings of this fallacious estimate of wealth, as
contrasted with education,, have produced bad results, and by their powerful influence conduce to
give color to an opinion which is based upon erroneous ideas. The pocket and not the people is in
many instances what we see represented, and as
money has had its effect, true ability acquired by
education, has been nowhere. We blush to think
of it when we call to mind the conduct of some
of our representatives during the year just past,
and our feelings of chagrin are only equalled by
our consideration, which trembles for ihe reputation of that body, not as politicians, but as representative men of America. There are members
of that assembly who appe¥ to have a firm conviction that a contest of blows is far more proper
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far more honorable, than a contest of words, and
that the latter must necessarily be settled by the
former-a theory, the truth of which was exemplified not many months ago. The gentlemanly
decorum, the genuine refinement, the scholarly
bearing, are elements of conduc;t and of character
with which some representatives of the present
day have had a very limited acquaintance, and it
is true, indeed, that we are not liYing in the golden
age of this republic, especially since the tables are
now turned, and it is the office that dignifies the
man, and not the man the office.
We would ask, then, that wealth be allotted Hs
particular sphere; that its true and proper place
be given it ; that it should not be elevated above
the position which it was originally intended to
occupy, and that its influence be confined within
legitimate bounds. For education we would only
demand that at the least it be placed on an equality with wealth, if it is not allowed to rank above
it ; that its true value, in comparison with riches,
should be rightly e.stimated ; that it should be con ..
sidered as an object for which all should contend,
and that its means of influence should not be
overpowered by pecuniary advantage. For the
good of society, for the good of mankind, for
the best interests of all, wealth and education
should be linked together. Then will their power
for good be mighty ; then will their influence for
right be strong; then may we be able to realize
the hope that riches and culture, joined as one,
will be synonymou:; with all that is honorable and
true.
THE BATTirnSON PAINTINGS.
The exhibition of the Batterson Collection
of paintings at the Wadsworth Athenreum, closed
on Saturday last. 1Ve do not- often have such a
rare treat as was offered by this exhibition; works
from many of the first European artists were exhibited, and the collection was one which was
worthy of the closest artistic study. To say, however, that upon the walls were found no productions evincing an ordinary talent, we think somewhat of an exaggeration.
To attempt a criticism on all the painting.s lately
exhibited in the Wads worth Athenreum, would be a
long and difficult task; we in our humble capacity
as an art critic will simply notice a few. Number
11, a landscape by B. C. Koekkoek, is universally
admired, and is the gem of the collection; it must
be closely examined to be fully appreciated; the
coloring is fine, and one of its greatest attractions
is its truthfulnesss to nature.
Charels Leslie's Ben Ann, Perthshire, (7), and
Bala Lake, North Wales, (143,) have scarcely
been appreciated as they deserve.
The rich
purples in these pictures are thought by some to
be unnatural ; the true student of nature, however, will often see this peculiar coloring even in
our own climate. Leslie, residing among the
Scottish hills and spending all his time there, well
understands how to paint those scenes with which
he is so familiar; the barren and rocky soil is
finely delineated, and the effect of the rippling
waters of the lake is excellently brought out.
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130, "Seeing and not seeing," by C. Cass of
Antwerp. A pretty but stiff picture, an interior not so fine as some in Mr. Batterson's former collection. It is a charming home picture,
one that would please the people more than attract the eye of an artist.
123. Scotch Sheep, by Verboekhoven, is one
of his later works, though in our estimation 57,
The Barn Yard, is a finer specimen of this celebrated artist. 57 is a painting of the realistic
school; every part of this pi<'ture is executed with
the utmost care and preci ion. One's interest in
this painting is greatly heightened by ob.::erving it
through a magnifying glass. Verboekhoven's
sheep appear as if they were really endowed with
life, and we listen to hear them bleat. The rabbits in the painting are very life-like, and bring to
mind those well known lines of Cowper, where he
speaks of his pet as accustomed to
" Frisk and g.1mbol like a fawn,
And swing his rump ar0und."

No. 40, The Fish Market, by Regemorter, is
decidedly natural; it is a highly ·finished production, and is a picture -of great merit. The perspective, however, could be improved.
Nos. 89 and 133, two Swiss scenes, by A. Calame, are exceedingly fine productions, painted in
a bold, masterly manner; by some critics, considered the best paintings in the hall. While looking at these pictures, one feels as if he were almost breathing the bracing mountain air.
No. 2, by Rosa Bonheur, an original drawing
executed with great accuracy, and deserving of
great study.
The flower pieces, we think, are not as fine as
many other paintings in the collection; there is
apt to be a sameness about productions of this
kind, and the eye naturally turns from them to the
more i,nteresting ·works.
This is the second time that l\Ir. Batterson has
exhibited to the public a fine collection of paintings. Many thanks are due this gentleman for
these valuable displays of artistic productions, and
the citizens of Hartford may well be proud of one
who has so greatly benefited the cause of art in
this city.
We find that the custom of celebrating Washington's Birthday is carried out by Dartmouth,
Hamilton and Kenyon Colleges, by Miami University, and other institutions throughout the country, in a manner differing in some respects from
the usual celebration at Trinity.
We clip the following, referring to Dartmouth,
from the " Amherst Student : "
'' The exercises took place as proposed, on Saturday, the 22d, commencing at 2 P. .M., and
passed off very pleasantly. The subjects had
been handed to the President, who read them in
the form of toasts, to which the speakers responded in the order of the selection. The pieces were
marked by their fitness and their close adherence
to the subjects ; a fact, by the way, not always observable in college productions. The occasion
was enlivened by the interspersion of songs by
the college choir-' America' and kindred tunes.
The chapel was decorated very tastefully with festoons of evergreen, supporting in the centre a fine
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picture of Washington, intertwined with our National flag."
At Hamilton the officers of the day, for the 22d,
are a president, orator, poet and reader. The exercises take place in the chapel of the college.
This year, it is said, they lacked the usual interest
on account of the intense cold and the non-appearance of the expected band.
The celebration of Washington's Birthday at
Kenyon College is marked by literary exercises,
on which occasion twp orators make their appearance, being selected by their respective literary
associations. An illumination of the college buildings also takes place, when many transparencies
and designs are di~played by societies and clubs.
It 1s customary at Trinity to omit the recitations
on Washington's Birthday, so that the 22d is considered one of our holidays.
This year there was a premature celebration,
which took place on the evening of the 21st. The
exercises, consisting of a poem and oration, were
held in the hall of the College Cabinet. Messrs.
Norton and Vibbert, of '68, were respectively
elected poet and orator for the occasion. The literary portion of the entertainment being finished,
the seats were removed from the hall, and dancing
was enjoyed by the students and a goodly number
of their "friends." The music was very excellent, and was furnished by Adkin's quadrille band•
A new feature was this year introduced, namely, "spreads," which were given by several students at their rooms, immediately after the exercises in the Cabinet, and were very happy and
pleasant occasions to all who participated.

The Athemrn and Alexandria are the titles of
the two literary societies of Amherst College.
Vocal music seems to be a portion of the proceed- L..--.-....,;.-~ - - ings at the meetings of the Athenae. This is decidedly a new feature in exercises of literary societies.
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA.-The annual commencement of this institution will be on
the fourth o( June.
We learn that Henry ard Beecher has been i
invited to preach the sermon before the graduat- ing class.
The address before the literary societies will •be ·
delivered by the Hon. Thos. H. Srymour, of this •
city.

,v

We are under obligations to Mr. Chatfield, .of
the College Courant, for a number of College pa- pers.
Easter Recess will commence on Easter Mon.
day, and continue till Thursday the twenty-third.
After the Recess, the first morning recitation will
be at eight, instead of half-past.
This return to the· accustomed hour will, we
suppose, be quite agreeable to,the students in general.
To persevere in one's duty, and . to be silent is •
the best answer to calumny.

•
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TRINITY COLLEGE, APRIL 11, 1868.
EDITORS,

yr. p. ;31\0CKLESBY. '69. j. J3·

PHESHI~.

-------------------- - - - THE TABLET is on sale at the College Bookstore, Brown~ Gross, corner of 111ain and Asylum
streets, and at the College, 3~ J. H., and 11 B. H.

•

It has recently become popular at most of our
Colleges to publish a journal of College news ;
the world at large is favored with an almost infinite number of perio<licals, and why should not the
College world put forth exponents of its thoughts,
its desires, its feelings? Trinity has long been in
need of a College paper ; for years nothing of the
kind has ever appeared in public, and there is
no adequate reason we should longer remain behind hand. It is now designed to place our College, in this respect, on an equal footing with
sister institutions throughout the country, and in
order that the name of Trinity may become
more widely known, to give to her graduates all
news concerning their "Alma Mater," and to create among our students a literary interest, the
TABLET is now brought forward. This is our
'' raison d'etre," the excuse for our existence;
and, with these objects in view, we trust that our
pnblication may meet with the hearty approval,
both of alumni and undergraduates, of all friends
of the College, and of those who are interested in
the welfare of the institution.
Trinity College, like many others, has had its
checkered scenes; fortune has not always favoured
us, but we can congratulate ourseh'es on the present fitate of affairs, and the hopes of the future are
by no means dim. Dr. Jackson, the newly elected President, commenced his duties at the beginning of the present term. Dr. Jackson was graduated at Trinity in 1837, and in the following
year he was connected with the College in the ca
pacity of adjunct professor of Greek and Latin.
In 1840 he was elected to the professorship of
ethics and metaphysics, and in 1858 he accepted
a call to the Presidential chair of Hobart College, where he remained until chosen President
of Trinity. As he returns to the scene of his
former !abort-, President Jackson is welcomed by
many warm friends in Hartford.
The :English Department of the College is
now, we are happy to state, in very excellent order. The arrangement of themes and orations,
the judicious and well-chosen subjects, evince great
care on the part of Professor Johnson, and exhibit
those marks of thoroughness and order so well
aclcu1ated to have a beneficial effect on the minds
of undergraduates.
The TABLET has issued no prospectus; it is designed that the present number should satisfy all
such need. The regular subsoriptions will begin
with the next issue, to be published in July. It is
proposed to enliven our columns by news from
other colleges, thinking it will add interest to the
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publication, and give a pleasing variety to the subject matter of our journal.
The objects of the TABLET have been stated.
It is not proposed to meddle at all with that excitement of the present hour-politics, judging
that this is not essentially connected with the aims
of the paper, or with the furtherance of its interests. The TABLET is not to be a representative
of any particular party, but is to be pro bono publico-the welfare of the College, not the mere caprice of a select few, is considered. The "Trinity Personal" will form a prominent feature of
our news; to know the whereabouts and the occupation of many of the alumni is of vast importance at times. In the collection of these
items, we trust that graduate pens will lend UH
their aid.
No pains or care will be spared to make the
TRINITY TABLET acceptable to the public, a
disseminator of College news, and an index to the
thoughts and actions of students at Trinity.
BOOK _OF COLLEGE SONGS.
Term before last a circular from a student of
Hamilton College came to hand, requesting a collection of Trinity songs. We sent on, together
with some music, quite a number both of old
songs and those then popular in College. The
book not having made its appearance at the time
specified for its publication, we wrote, some few
months since, to the compiler of the collection.
By an answer received from Mr. Waite, we learn
that it is now in the press of Oliver Dit::,on & Co.,
of Boston, the well known publishers of music;
the "collection of song " is being printed as
rapidly as possible-it will contain about three
hundred and fifty productions, a majority of them
being accompanied with original music. Songs
from quite a large number of Colleges will be
published in the work, and, as many of them are
peculiar to the institutions from which they come,
the interest of the collection will be greatly increased.
PROPOSED RENOVATION OF THE
ATIIEN.fr:UM HALL.
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For a much longer time than the memory of the
''oldest inhabitant" can cover, the Athenreum Hall
has had the same furniture and "fixings." The same
capacious sofas have yawned to receive the common herd, the same rickety chairs supported the
dignity of the President, Secretary, aqd Censor,
and the same fa<led curtains been fanned by the
rustling wings of the young aspirants to forensic
eloquence. The benign countenance of Bishop
Brownell gazing down from the broad canvas, and
the faces of Washington, Jefferson, and Adams,
with which the D eclaration of Independance is
garnished, have for many college generations
warned the students of their duties "Pro Ecclesia
0

et Patria."
l\Iany pleasant associations are connected with
these familiar objects, and they are very agreeably suggestive of by-gone days ; but such a hall
is not at all suitable to the growing prosperity of
the Society. At the Alumni meetings there is
often expressed a wonder that the hall looks so
dilapidated. The number of names on the roll,
and the full minutes in the Secretary's book, denote life, but the old hall looks like the deserted
case from which the matured chrysalis has departed.
This discontent was especially noticeable at the
last Commencement gathering, and the present
action is mainly due to speeches made on that occasion. But they will probably have no cause
for complaint at the next meeting. The ~mmittee is at work, and we may soon expect to see
the face of the Society washed clean from the accumulated dust of so many years.
Junior Exhibitions at Trinity have for the last
five or six years been considered among the things
that were-since the days when old "Touro Hall"
was in its glory, Junior classes have showed no
great desire to exhibit themselves.
Whether
from vanity or from a better motive-a desire to
carry out and perpetuate college customs-the
present Juniors, '69, voted in "assembly convened," to give an Exhibition next month.
At a second meeting of the class the subject of
a Junior Promenade was brought up, and it was
decided to give a' Promenade Concert on the
evening following the exhibition, which according
to the College Calendar will be the twenty- seventh
day of May. The Junior appointments, as announced by the Pre ident to the class, are as follows-the maximum mark being 6875.00:

For some years past the members of the
Athenreum have been discus~ing the propriety of
refitti11g the hall, and in 1865 an effort was made
in that direction, which resulted in raising about
three hundred dollar::;, but went no farther. There
was some doubt about their being able to retain
the hall, and there existed serious objections to
Holbrooke,
67 47.71
moving up into the attic of Brownell Hall, as was
l\fcConkey,
- 6585.15
Short,
6118.14
at one time proposed. No conclusion was arrived
Brocklesby,
- 6106.88
at, and the money has remained ever since in the
Kissam, 6086.66
hands of the College Bursar.
Cheshire, - 6037.39
The matter has lately been agitated, and the
Swift,
5878.58
Sodety appointed a Committee, some time ago,
White,
- 5676.21
Gibson, 5663.27
to see if the faculty would let the room be retainSmith,
- 5530.72
ed for any definite time, and to estimate the cost
LeRoy, 5304.47
of completely refitting it. President Jackson has
"\Ve
trust
that
the
resolutions
of
the
class may
informed the Committee that the room should be
be
carried
into
effect,
and
that
both
Exhibition
assured to the Society for five years, and we will
probably soon see it presenting quite a youthful and Promenade will take place at the appointed
time.
appearance.
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The next number will be published at Commencement time. As was before mentioned, subscriptions will begin with that number.
At the same time will appear a supplement
called the Commencement Extra, containing a
full list of all society organizations, clubs, &c., in
College. The different societies are requested to
hand in to the editors any cuts which they may
desire to have inserted, and also a list of their
members.
Contributions to the Tablet are solicited from
all who have been or are connected with the College. We shall be glad to hear from them upon
any subject of general or local ColJege interest.
It is hoped that the paper will meet with liberal
e~couragement from the Alumni and all friends
of the College, and that they will use their influence to extend its circulation.
"Have you seen the new machine?" is a
phrase as common at College as is the inevitable
"Have you heard the big organ?" of residents at
the "Hub." To behold the newly receiYcd Electrical machine is a sight indeed! but to approach
it is to cause one's hair to stand on end. As regards space, the Philosophical department is in
nearly the same predicament as the man who
possessed the elephant: it has been found that the
room in which the machine is placed is hardly
large enough when experiments are being triedthat is to say the machine does not stand at a distance of nine feet from every object when in full
operation-which are the prescribed limits. However a quantity of electricity has been produced
sufficient to give one an idea of the power of the
machine. This piece of apparatus is the workmanship of Carl Winter of Vienna. The plate
is forty-six inches in diameter; the instrument is
constructed with all the late improvements, aml
when in full action, as tested by scientific men at
Vienna, it gave a spark varying from twenty-five
to thirty inches in length. Since the machine has
arrived at Trinity, it has been tested at several
different times, the experiments verifying the
statements received from Vienna.
The Juniors have been favored with numerous
exhibitions of the powers of the plate electrical
instrument, witnessing the experiments-some of
which were touching-with great pleasure. This
machine was imported at quite an expense,
and now forms the most important and ,aluable
piece of apparatus in the philosophical department, and we think that the College can congratulate itself on possessing one of the finest and at
the same time (as it is without doubt) one of the
most powerful plate electrical machines in the
country.
At Hamilton, where the marking system prevails, students are rusticated for seventy mark .
Marks are recorded for such offences as the following: whispering, one mark; feet on the seats,
two marks ; reading in the chapel, five marks, &c.
The Campus very naturally inquires if the system
could not be further amended so as to embrace
the birch,-University Chronicle.

•
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We are pained to chronicle the death of Ebenezer Faxon, Esq., an alumnus of Trinity, who
died at his home in Baltimore, Maryland, on the
8th of March last. Mr. Faxon entered college
in 1843, and was graduated with honor in 1847.
He was a member of the I. K. A. Fraternity, and
of the Parthenon Literary Society. He was an
architec~ by profession, a man of scientific tastes
and attainments, and one well read in the many
branches of his art. He was the designer and
builder of portions of the celebrated Baltimore
cathedral, and had recently been appointed by the
authorities of Baltimore, a member of a committee to investigate some scientific enterprises connected with that city. 1\Ir. Faxon died of heart
disease, and at the time of his death was fortythree years of age.
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many other valuable features. In every respect
it is the best text-book of Physical Geography
that has of late appeared before the public.
We have received a copy of the recently published Catalogue of the Berkely Divinity School,
Middletown. This school, as is well known, constitutes, in a certain sense, the Theological Department of our College, though removed from
Hartford in 1854, and put under·a different board
of trustees. Of the twenty-three students whose
names appear in this Catalogue, seven are graduates of Trinity.

The list of college colors, as far as we have
been able to ascertain, is as follows :
Harvard, red ; Yale, blue ; Columbia, blue and
white; Trinity, green and white; Brown, brown;
Amherst, purple and white; Dartmouth, green;
Bowdoin, white ; Hamilton, orange ; Williams',
At a special meeting of the class of 1870, of purple: Union, magenta; Michigan University,
Trinity College, held Thursday, March 26, 1868, azure, blue and maize; Wesleyan, lavender;
the following preamble and resolutions were Rochester, magenta and white; University of
adopted:
N. Y., violet; College of N. Y., lavender.
WHEREAS, By the will of God, we are called upon to mourn the untimely death of our beloved
On the twenty-fourth of last month, the class of
friend and classmate, George Frederick Good'69, at Michigan University, gave a Junior Exhiman, therefore
Resolved, That while we express our sense of bition. The attendance was large. Some 1,900
the great loss we have sustained, we recognize in tickets were issued, the demand for them being
his death the hand of an overruling Providence. very great.
Resolved, That we will ever cherish the memory of one so endeared to us by his many good
The" Columbiad" for April has just been pubqualities of head and heart, comforted by the lished. It presents the usual array of society lists,
thought that he has reached the haven where he together with notices of the other organizations
would be.
of Columbia College.
Resolved, That we extend our warmest sympathies to his family and relations in their affliction.
Wesleyan University has recently received,
Resolved, That the appropriate badge of mournthrough
the liberality of several gentlemen in
ing be worn by the class for the space of thirty
New York city, the necessary funds to procure a
day3.
Resolved, That these resolutions be inserted in fine telescope. An order from the University has
the city papers and in the records of our class, been sent to Clark, of Cambridge, the well known
and that a copy be sent to the bereaved family.
maker of telescopes. The instrument is expected
WILLIAl\l NICHOLS,}
to be completed in about a year from this time,
J. KENNEDY SrouT, Committee.
and will cost over $4,000.
ARTHUR DYER,

GEOGRAPHY, together with a treatise on the Physical Phenomena of the United States, by John Brocklesby,
A. 1\1.. Professor of Mathematics and Natural
Philo;ophy in Trinity College, Hartford, Ct.
[E. H. Butler & Co., Philadelphia.
This work, by one of our oldest professors, was
brought out in December last. We have seen no
finer specimen of typography than this publication presents. The illustrations are well arranged,
and at once show that they are the work of no
ordinary artist.
We were particularly struck with the appearance of the maps, which are executed in the highest style of the art.
The Physical Geography is the last of Mitchell's series ; the work is clear and methodical in
the treatment of its subject ; it is replete with the
results of recent investigations and research, and
is evidently prepared with the greatest care and
attention.
The Treatise is comprehensive, combining the
excellencies of older works on this subject, with

THE ELE:\IENTS OF PHYSICAL

The Junior Exhibition by '69, of Yale, took
place in the College chapel on the afternoon of
April first. The speakers were fourteen in number. Among them we notice the names of three
frooi Hartford and vicinity. In the evening the
customary promenade concert was given at" Music Hall." The music was furnished by Dodworth's band-of course no words need be spoken
in its praise. The occasion proved a very pleasant one. The attendance was not as large as
usual, yet the assembly was quite a brilliant affair.
" Chronic Sections" is a new . "Freshmanic"
term applied to Analytical Geometry by a '71
man of Michigan University.
The Beethoven Society of Yale realized over
a hundred dollars from their concert recently
given at New Haven, in behalf of the Yale navy.
Professors Loomis, of Yale, and Johnson, of
Wesleyan, visited Trinity last week, for the purpose of examining the plate electrical machine.

THE
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TRINITY PERSONAL.
[The Editors of the TABLET 'Yould be pleased. to receive the assistance of the Alumm of the College, m collecting items for this column.]

PADDOCK, '48. Rev. B. H. Paddock, D. D.,
of Detroit, who was lately chosen missionary
Bishop of Oregon, has declined the Election on
account of his feeble health.
GOODSPEED, '66. J. H. Goodspeed, formerly
of '66, is cashier of the Rocky Mountain National Bank, at Central City, Colorado.
VAN ZANDT, '51. C. C. Van Zandt has been
chosen as one of the Rhode Island delegates to
the National Republican Convention, to be held
at Chicago in May next.
BEERS, '46. A.H. Beers, M. D., formerly of
Buffalo, N. Y., is now residing at Litchfield, Ct.
LEA VER, '59. H. R. Leaver's address is First
.Auditor's Office, Washington, D. C.
HUNTINGTON, '67. H. K. Huntington is at
present located at Racine College, Wisconsin,
where he is occupied with his duties as tutor in
Mathematics and Classics.
OBERLY, '65. Rev. H. H.,Oberly's address is
Trinity Church, New York. He holds the position of Singing Deacon.
GARDNER~ '65. H. G. Gardner was recently
admitted as a member of the firm of H. J. Gardner & Co., Boston, Mass.
MALLORY, '60. Col. W. II. Mallory recently
made a political speech before the Grant Club of
this city.
STEVENS, '65. Samuel Stevens is practicing
law at 60 Wall street, New York City.
BECKWITH, '52. Rev. John Beckwith, D. D.,
the recently elected Bishop of Georgia, was consecrated at Savannah, on Friday of last week.
HART, '66. Samuel Hart is at present assisting in the Latin department of the College.
RIPLEY, '49. Philip Ripley is engaged on the
editorial staff of the New York W or Id.
BROCKLESBY, '65. J. H. Brocklesby, who was
admitted to the New York bar in December last,
has recently been made a member of the Hartford
ba~, and has opened an office in this city.
GLAZIER, '60. T. C. Glazier is engaged in the
drug business at Rio Janeiro, Brazil. The fir m
name is Glazier, Shannon & Co.
KENNEDY, '66. Howard Kennedy is at the
School of Mines, Columbia College.
BLACKWELL, '66. Josiah Blackwell is abo at
the Columbia School of Mines, and is a member
of the Columbia University Nine.
QUICK, '58. J. H. S. Quick is practicing law
at Chicago, Ill. His office is 43 South Clark
street.
BENTON, '64. R. A. Benton is connected with
St. Paul's School, Concord, N. H.
1

ELY, '64. J. F. Ely was recently admitted to
the New York bar, and is practicing law in New
York city.
DRIGGS, '48. T. I. Driggs has been appointed
one of the trustees of the Library Fund of the
city of Waterbury, Ct.
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ATHENJEUM HALL, April 2, 1868.
The meeting was called to order by the President at the usual hour. The roll was called and
the minutes of the preceding meeting read and
accepted, after which Brevoort, '68, delivered an
oration which was received wHh great applause.
Short, '69, then delivered a declamation selected
from "The Lady of the Lake," and was followed
by Gardner, '70, who spoke one of Halleck's most
celebrated poems. The Athenreum Chronicle,
Vol. II., No. 1, was then read by Dyer, '70, its
senior editor. Compositions were omitted, as is
customary when the Chronicle is read. The debate followed on the question, Resolved, that the
life and character of Thomas Jefferson are wor~hy
of admiration. The disputants were Messrs.
Prentice and Barbour, both of '70, in the affirmative, and Messrs. Cheshire, '69, and Bryant, '70,
in the negative. After a long, well-contested and
interesting debate, the question was decided by
the President in the affirmative, judging from the
weight of argument. The house, voting on the
merits of the question, also decided in the affirmative. Kennedy, '68, reported that the committee
of which he was chairman had received a communication from the Faculty stating that the petition from the Literary Societies, requesting that
the fines due these Societies be incorporated in the
College bills, had been laid on the table for a
week. The Report of Council was read and accepted. Question for l\fay 7th, Resolved, that in
time of political discussion neutrality is not admissible. The appointments for l\fay 7th, are as
follows: Oration, ~eRoy, '69; Declamation, Stout,
'70, H. R. Whitlock, '70; Composition, F. W.
Whitlock, '70, Woodbury, '71. Disputants, Affirmative, Swift, '69, Hudson, '71. Negative, Kennett, '70, Luther, '70. The Society then adjourned.
.ARTHUR DYER,

rest. The regular exercises followed. Ferguson,
'68, delivered an Oration, Williams, '71, read a
Composition, and Hates, '71, read an Extract.
The Senior Critic made a few remarks, and the
extemporaneous debate commenced upon the question, "Resoh-ed, that Andrew Johnson, President
of the United States, is guilty of high crimes and
misdemeanors." Of the regular disputants, Messrs.
Ferguson and Holbrooke took the affirmative side,
Messrs. Bixby and Beaven the negative. When
open to the house, Messrs. Potts and ,v ood spoke
on the affirmative, Steele, '71, on the negative.
The question was debated in a very spirited manner and occupied nearly an hour. Towards the
close Messrs. Ferguson and Bixby grew rather
excited over a point which the latter raised in regard to the Coni;titution. Several gentlemen
arose, and the President was obliged to call the
two gentlemen to order. The usual summing up
was dispensed with on motion. The President
decided in favor of the affirmative from the merits
of the debate; the house in favor of the negative
from the merits of the question. The following
appointments were made for the next meeting:
Declamation, Elwell, '70; Oration, Smith, '69;
Composition, Buckingham, '69; Extract, Gibson,
'69. The following question was selected for debate : "Resolved, that capital punishment should
be abolished." Disputants : affirmative, Messrs.
Potts and Wood ; negative, Messrs. Williams and
Bates. The report of the standing committee
was read, and Ferguson, '68, in behalf of the committee upon fines, appointed at the previous meeting, reported that they conjointly with the .Athenroum committee had presented the resolutions to
the Faculty, and that they bad heard nothing subsequently. Potts, '68, informed the gentleman
that the Faculty had deferred the matter until
their next meeting. Ferguson inquired for information respecting certain letters whiclJ had been
written last term to several old members of the
Parthenon. Potts stated that only one reply had
been received; that it was difficult to ascertain
correctly the addre:,ses, as most of them were
ministers, and that the matter would be brought
up again at the re-union next Commencement.
The meeting then adjourned.
GEO. L. COOKE, JR.,
Secretary.

Secretary.
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BAZAAR''

CURRY

assortment of

HARTFORD, CONN.

Mens' Furnishing Goods
OF ALL KINDS.

Publishers, Importers,

Ofter to the Faculty and Undergraduates of
Trinity College a large assortment of

Books and Stationery,

HOLADAY

and patrons to their

NEW STOCK OF GOODS,
just received, and constantly being made up
for them, comprising as fine an assort-

TIES AND SCARFS,

ment as can be found in the State.

in all the latest styles.

Booksellers & Stationers.

&

Would call the attention of their many friends

Is the place to find a complete and varied
( OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE)

7

ALEXANDRE'S KID GLOVES,
in all sizes. FINE FRENCH CALF,
FRENCH DOG-SKIN GLOVES,

SEWED AND PEGGED,

CHOSSON'S CASTOR GLOVES,
CANES and UMBRELLAS.

DOUBLE & SINGLE SOLE

BOOTS,

POCKET HANDKERCHIEFS,
OF THE BEST ~UAL/TY,
all styles and qualities.
Comprising TEXT BOOKS used in the
CUSTOM SHIR TS,
and if not an exact fit, can make them up with
made to order and warranted to fit.
course, &c. Paper, Envelopes, Pens,
hut a short notice.
-AT-

Pencils, Sealing Wax, &c.

POTTER and GILBERT'S,

INITIAL STAMPING of a hundred kinds,

2

plain and in colors.

REILLY'S

Dancing Academy,

rou

HAND,

Congress Balmorals,
AND

OXFORDS,

FOR

MEN, BOYS & YOUTH.

LADIES, MISSES & CHILDREN
Can find anything they wish.

271

IF

ON

FINE CALF SEWED AND PEGGEI:

HARTFORD, CONN.

NEW FASHIONS,

New Goods.

70 Main Street,

ALSO

MAIN ST., HARTFORD, CT.

The finest of

SERGE POLISH

Balmorals and Congress.

WANT A STYLISH SUIT OF
Is the only place in the State where pupils can re-

KID HEEL SLIPPERS,

CLOTHES, AT A REASONABLE

ceive lessons at any time during the day and

GOAT, POLISH & BALMORALS,
evening.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE SOLE.

PRICE,
Then call on the old

COLLEGE TAILOR,

INSTRUCTION GIVEN IN ALL THE

A fine seleetion of

FASHIONABLE DANCES, INCL VD-

Infants' Fancy Polish & Button,
All colors, with and without heels.

ING THE GERMAN.

And we will be most happy to show you our
goods, even if not prepared to purchase.

2 53

Main Street.

For particulars address,

Yours Most Respectfully,

P.H. REILLY,
HENRY SCHULZE.

HARTFORD, CT.

CURRY & HOLADAY,

145 Main St., Hartford, Ct., near Stone Bridgt.
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College Book Store.

BROWN & GROSS,
PUBLISHERS,

STILLMAN

& CO.,

347 MAIN STREET,

SAUNDERS,
Merchant Tailor,
254 1-2

FASHIONABLE HATTERS.

MAIN

ST.

Constantly on hand a fashionable asso~tment
of FIN EST WOOLENS to which

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

attention is solicited.

BooKs A·ND STATIONERY,

Respectfully,

Gentlemen can find at our store

NO. 313 MAIN & 5 ASrL UM sr.,
HARTFORD, CONN.
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T. P. SAUNDERS.

HAT s AND CA p

s

of the most approved styles.
B. & G. keep constantly on hand a large assortment of
SCHOOL,
CLASSICAL,
THEOLOGICAL AND
All the new styles received as soon as issued.

(P.H. B. SAUNDERS.)

J. H. SKILLMAN & CO.,

MERCHANT TAILORS.
264 MAIN STREET.
Fine Stock of

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS.

HATS & CAPS MADE TO ORDER.

School Books,

French and English Cassimeres
STILLMAN & CO.,
Which will he made to order in the

Embracing all kinds used in Colleges, Acad-

347 Main Street.

emies and Common Schools.
Gloht1, Outline Maps, School Registers,& .•

THEOLOGICAL,
HISTORICAL,
BIOGRAPHICAL,
SCIENTIFIC AND

RELIGIOUS BooKs,
Of every description.

F. A. SYKES,

A Terrible Mistake,

ICE CREAM SALOON,

To usE POOR CIGARS OR TOBACCO,

NO. 7 ALLYN HOUSE,

HARTFORD, CONN.
Ice Cream, Jellies, Confectionery, Ornamental

Foreign Books
Imported to order, at a small advance above
cost and duties.

/,est manner.

Work.

Weddings and Social Parties furnished
complete.

when you can procure the very

BEST.

by

calling at the establishment of

JAMES S. SCHOTT,
159 MAIN S'T.,

Orders from Parties & Famili,es neatly & promptly delivered.

where you will find the best assortment of

Blank Books €5 Stationery.

WHIT MAN' s CoNFECTioNER v,

MEERSCHA uM AND BRIAR PI'I>Es

Blank Books ruled and bound to order

Of the best quality, and always FRESH, at

in the very best manner. ·

BRIGGS'.

CAP PAPER,

LETTER. PAPER.,

NOTE

OPES, INKSTANDS., SEALING

PAPER, ENVEL-

wAX., w AFERS,

SERMON PAPER, DRAWING PENCILS,
SLATES, STEEL PENs, PocicET

Fine Mixed Candy and Chocolate Creams,

IN THE

STATE.

Also, the choicest brands of

Only FIF'~Y CTs. per pound, ~or sale only at

B R I G G S ,.

Cigars, Smoking or Chewing

WEDDINGS & SocIAL PARTIES supplied with
every requisite ii\ the best style, and at
the lowest rates, by

Tobacco,

BooKs, BANKERS' CASES, BRISTOL BoARD, &c.

MERCHANTS, and all others wishing to purchase Books and Stationery, are invited to call
at 313 Main Street, corner of Asylum, where
they will find a large assortment, and at the
very lowest prices.

H. S. BRIGGS,

381 Main St., Hariford, Ct.

In fact everything to make a lover of the weed
comfortable.

